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Question 1.

1.  The USA is a  union of _____ 
independent states.

A.  40

B.   50

C.  60

D.  100



Question 2.

The USA became 
independent from the UK in
________

A. 1787

B. 1887

C. 1987

D. 2007



Question 3. 

The biggest state is ____________. 

(land size)

A. Arizona

B. Alaska

C. California

D. Texas



Question 4

City with the largest population is 
__________

A. Chicago

B. Los Angeles

C. New York

D. Seattle



Question 5

Capital city of the USA is _______

A. Dallas

B. Philadelphia

C. San Francisco

D. Washington D.C



Question 6

The USA was first discovered by ________ in 1492 

A. Abraham Lincoln

B. Christopher Columbus

C. George Washington

D. Walt Disney



Question 7

The USA has had 44 Presidents, most recent is 

_______

A. Donald Trump

B. Kanye West

C. Hillary Clinton

D. Barack Obama



Question 8

In the second half of the 20th century the USA was involved 

in a Cold War with ________

A. Canada

B. China

C. Russia (Soviet Union)

D. South Africa



Question 9

The main ethnic groups of the U.S.A are _________, African-

Americans, Hispanics, Asian & Native Americans

A. Canadians

B. Cubans

C. Eskimo’s

D. Whites



Question 10

Historically _________ control the majority of wealth and 

hold the positions of power

A. African Americans

B. Hispanics

C. Native Americans

D. Whites
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 THE USA became independent from the UK in 1787

 The largest state is Alaska

 The city with the largest population is New York

 The capital city is Washington D.C

 The USA was discovered by Christopher Columbus in 1492

 The USA has had 43 Presidents, The first was George Washington, 
Most recent Donald Trump

 In the second half of the 20th century the USA was involved in a 
Cold War with The Soviet Union

 The main ethnic groups of the U.S.A are Whites, African-Americans, 
Hispanics, Asian & Native Americans

 Historically Whites control the majority of wealth and hold the 
positions of power



Why do we study the 

U.S.A?



Why do we study the U.S.A?

A World Super Power 

 Economically– highest GDP of any nation in the world with an 

economy $15 trillion.

 Military capabilities – Spends $711 billion on its armed forces 

every year. Has a massive stockpile of nuclear weapons.

Media Relevance

 In the press constantly – shootings, celebrities, international 

relations.

Fascinating

 Unique way of life and way they run their country.



Unit Learning Intentions

We are learning about the USA, what life is like in 
one of the Worlds Super Powers whilst comparing 
how it differs from here in Scotland.

We are learning about how the USA is run and how 
decision are made.

We are learning about what life is like for American 
Citizens – with particular reference to ethnic 
minorities and those living in poverty in 2020.



Write down these key definitions.

 Ethnic Minorities – Individuals who are not white. 

Main groups in USA are Blacks, Hispanics, Asians 

& Native Indians.

 Social Inequalities - the existence of unequal 

opportunities and rewards for different groups 

within a society.

 Economic Inequalities - the difference of 

economic wealth among individuals in a group 

or among groups in a population.



Stick a blank map of the USA into 

your jotter. Name the 50 states



How does the USA effect your 

daily life??

Question for Discussion….. 



2. The American 

Dream



Learning Intention

We are learning about the phrase the ‘American 
Dream’ and what it means in 2020.

Success Criteria

I am beginning to understand why people from 
other nations want to live in the U.SA.

I know about some success stories and some less 
successful stories of ethnic minorities in the USA.



Choose a definition 

 The American Dream is when people dream 

about moving to America so decide to move 

there.

 The American Dream is the idea that any 

American citizen, no matter how poor their 

background can aim to succeed by working 

hard.

 The American Dream is a description of the life 

of every American citizen.

 The American Dream is a documentary about 

the life of Donald Trump.



Choose a definition 

 The American Dream is when people dream about moving to 
America so decide to move there.

The American Dream is the idea that 

any American citizen, no matter how 

poor their background can aim to 

succeed by working hard.
 The American Dream is a description of the life of every American 

citizen.

 The American Dream is a documentary about the life of Donald 

Trump.



PUSH OR PULL?

P____ factors. 

Having no job, being treated badly by your government, 

losing all of your crops in a drought. 
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The advantages a country has that make a person want to 

come and live there e.g. stable governments, job 

opportunities, and reliable security.



PUSH OR PULL?

Push factors. (Away)

Having no job, being treated badly by your government, 

losing all of your crops in a drought. 

Pull factors (Towards)

The advantages a country has that make a person want to 

come and live there e.g. stable governments, job 

opportunities, and reliable security.



THE AMERICAN DREAM

The American dream is the idea that any 

American citizen, no matter how poor their 
background can aim to succeed by working hard.

 America encourages people to set up their own 

business with the incentive of becoming wealthy 

and successful.

 Many come to America in the hope of 

achieving success and the American Dream
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7T-079i-4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7T-079i-4


QUESTION

Using the words “PUSH FACTOR”, “PULL 

FACTOR” & “AMERICAN DREAM” in your 

answer

1) Why might people, especially 

from poorer nations, want to live in 

the U.S.A? 



Do you think all Americans 

achieve the American Dream?

Are there groups that are more 

or less likely to achieve the 

American Dream?



Success story 1

 I was born on August 4, 1961

 I was born in Honolulu, Hawaii

 I am a Graduate of Columbia University and Harvard Law 
School

 I was a community organizer in Chicago before earning my 
law degree

 I was known as "Barry" in my youth

 I have two daughters

 I play basketball but not professionally

 My wife’s name is Michelle

 I am the first African American to be President



Who am 

I?
Barack 
Obama



Success story 2

 I was born on September 25, 1968

 I was born in West Philadelphia

 I am an  actor, producer, and rapper 

 I am worth over $200 million

 I have been nominated for two Oscars but I haven’t won 
one yet.

 I have 3 children.

 My films have made over $7.5 billion at box office.

 I started my career as a television actor playing a ‘Fresh 
Prince’.

 I have been in many films such as Independence Day, Pursuit 
of Happyness and all three Men In Black films



Who am 

I?
Will 
Smith



Success story 3

 I was born July 22, 1992 

 I was born in in Grand Prairie, Texas

 I am an actress and singer

 I was named after a Texan-Mexican music singer 

 I made my made debut as a child actress in Barney & 

Friends

 I once dated Justin Bieber

 My songs include Good to you, hands to myself and Kill 

em with Kindness.



Who am 

I?
Selena 
Gomez



Do you think all Americans 

achieve the American Dream?

Are there groups that are more 

or less likely to achieve the 

American Dream?



ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION

 The United States Department of Homeland 

Security has estimated that 11.4 million 

unauthorized immigrants lived in the United 

States in January 2015. 

 In 2015, 52% of illegal immigrants were from 

Mexico; 26% were from other Latin American 

countries, primarily from Central America



ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS BY STATE

California - 2,930,000

Arizona - 500,000

New Mexico – 450,000

Texas - 1,640,000

5.52 million

Q- Using this map & the statistics as relevant examples. Explain why some 

states have higher levels of illegal immigration than others. (you must use 

numbers in your answer)





https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=NkXjMvUy5ak

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkXjMvUy5ak


USING THE NEXT FEW SLIDES CREATE 

A FACTFILE ON U.S IMMIGRATION



U.S. immigration policy is 

based mainly on family, 

freedom, and work.



Family: Approximately 66% of new 

arrivals came to be with close 

family members. 



Work: Approximately 16% of new 

arrivals came at the invitation of 

the U.S. employers to fill a position 

where there was a shortage of U.S. 

workers



Freedom: Approximately 8% of new 

arrivals came as refugees and 

asylums escaping persecution. 



FACTFILE

 Each year over 1 million new illegal immigrants in 
the USA

 Recent estimates show the total population of 
undocumented persons in the U.S. is between 10-
11 million people. This amounts to 3.4% to 3.7% of 
the total U.S. population 

 The current percentage of the U.S. population that 
is foreign born is currently 12%

 A study in 2005 found that illegal immigrants pay 
$6-7 billion in Social Security taxes that they will 
never be able to claim 



How is the US Govt. helping?

DREAM ACT 2001

FOR

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXnqhG2h9QA

AGAINST

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6bZQoFdb1c

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXnqhG2h9QA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6bZQoFdb1c


Dream Act (2001) - conditions

 Have proof of having arrived in the United States 

before age 16.

 Have proof of living in the USA for 5 years

 If male, have registered with the Selective 

Service.

 Have graduated from an American high school 

or been admitted to an institution of higher 

education.

 Be of good moral character.



QUESTIONS – Answer in Full 

Sentences

1) What three states have the highest 

numbers of illegal immigrants? Why?

2) What is the DREAM ACT? Who is it trying 

to help?

3) Why do some people oppose the 

dream act?



Activity – The American Dream



3. US constitution



Learning Intention

We are learning about the U.S constitution 
and the rules that effect the way the country 
is run.

Success Criteria

 I know what the U.S constitution is.

 I know why it is still important today.

 I can name three amendments from the Bill 
of Rights



What do you think 

these images are 

showing?



The United States Constitution. 

 The Constitution describes:

The Structure of the government

The type of laws that can be made

Who is allowed to be part of the government

Who is allowed to vote for the government

The American Constitution is a set of rules that outlines how 

the government and country should be run.



Bill of Rights

 Since the original constitution was written (1787) there 
have been several amendments (changes) to the 
Constitution. This Is to allow for changes to society

 The first of these amendments were added in 1791 and 
intended to protect individuals freedoms and rights. 

These 10 changes are known as the Bill of Rights

History or Modern Studies???



2020 - Bill of Rights

 1st Amendment - Freedom of speech, press, religion, 

peaceable assembly, and to petition the government

 2nd Amendment - Right for the people to keep and bear 

arms, as well as to maintain a militia

 4th Amendment - Protection from unreasonable search 

and seizure

 5th Amendment – if accused be heard in front of a grand 

jury and remain silent until that happens

 6th Amendment – the right to a speedy and public trial 

by an impartial jury

 8th Amendment - Prohibition of cruel and unusual 

punishment



2nd Amendment –

Gun Laws (The right to bear arms)

 In 2016 firearms caused 84,258 non-fatal injuries 

 11,208 deaths by homicide 

 21,175 by suicide with a firearm

 505 deaths due to accidental discharge of a firearm

 281 deaths due to firearms with "undetermined intent" 

 Total of 33,169 deaths related to firearms.



Questions. (Full Sentences)

 What is the US Constitution?

 Why does something written in 1787 have 

relevance in the USA & Modern Studies in 2020? 

Discussion Point – Does the UK have a constitution? If Yes do you know 

about it? If no why not?



The President

Research Task

 Do an online research of an American President from the 

past:

Find out their name, When they were President, What 

President they were (e.g. 23rd)

Describe a few decisions they made as President

Present your findings to the class.



The President

Starter –

You each have 30 seconds to tell us 

about your president. 



4. UNITED STATES 

GOVERNMENT 



Learning Intention

We are learning about the way the US government 
works.

Success Criteria

 I understand what the term ‘Separation of Powers’ 
means.

 I am beginning to understand what ‘Checks and 
Balances’ are and evaluate why they are important.



US system of government

 The US constitution (1787) outlined that power of the new 

country would be divided equally.

 They decided there would be three branches of 

government and that still exist to this day –

The Legislative Branch – Congress

The Executive Branch – The President

The Judicial Branch – The Supreme Court 



Houses of Parliament         Prime Minister                   The Law



Legislative

Congress.

Main role is to create bills 

and laws or edit existing 

ones.

Includes 100 Senators. 2 

from each of the 50 states.

Includes the House of 

Representatives. 435 

elected Congressmen.

Elections for these every 2 

years.

Based on Capitol Hill. In 

Washington D.C.

Executive

President.

Head of either the 

Democratic Party or 

Republican Party. 

Commander – in – Chief of 

the Armed forces. 

Boss of millions of 

Government Workers. 

(Chief Executive)

Elected every 4 years. Next 

one November 2016.

Based in the White House. 

Washington D.C.

Judicial

Supreme Court.

Ensures All Laws Made are 

Constitutional.

Highest Authority of Law in 

the USA.

Made up by a Chief Justice 

of the USA & 8 Associate 

justices.

Once appointed has a 

Lifetime Tenure.



Separation of Powers

 The Constitution (1787) wanted to ensure no 
one branch can become too powerful 
therefor it was divided equally amongst all 
three

 This means one branch is no more or no less 
powerful than the other two.

Why is this important?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_foQoCHQq8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_foQoCHQq8




Checks & Balances

 Each branch of the Government has certain 

controls over the other branches.

The President can overturn any Congress vote.

Congress can reject that if they have a 2/3rd majority.

The Supreme Court can reject any law if they find it Un-

Constitutional.

The President selects the new members of the Supreme 

Court.



Questions (answer in full sentences)

 Bronze Questions

What are the Three Branches of Government?

Name one role of each of the branches.

 Silver Questions

What does the phrase Separation of Powers mean?

 Gold Questions

Argue why is it important to have Checks and Balances? 

Give examples that could happen.

In 140 characters (one tweet) explain in as much detail as 

possible how the US system of government works.



Starter -Who Makes Decisions

 Americans are effected more by their State and Local 

government than the National one.

 Make Two columns in your jotter and put the Titles –

National Government &             State Government



CURRENCY



EXECUTIONS



TREATIES & FOREIGN RELATIONS



EDUCATION



ARMED FORCES



MARRIAGE LAWS



GUN OWNERSHIP



NATIONAL STATE

 Currency – everyone uses 

the Dollar

 Armed Forces – the 

military and navy used by 

all citizens in each state

 Treaties & Foreign 

Relation

 Executions – Some states still 
have capital punishment, 
others don’t

 Marriage Laws- states have 
different ages ranging from 
14-21. Same sex marriage 
laws different in states.

 Gun ownership – some have 
stricter restrictions, others 
much more free

 Education – Different leavers 
age. In charge of budgets 
etc.



4. Participation in 

US Politics 



Learning Intention

We are learning about American citizens 

participation in politics.

Success Criteria

 I know some of the different ways that American citizens 

can participate in Politics.

 I know what an interest group is and can give an 

example of one.



How can US citizens participate in 

Politics? (Write in your own words)

 They can vote at federal, state and county elections.

 They can stand as a candidate for a political party.

 They can join a political party and help during the 

election campaign.

 They can contact their elected representative and ask 

questions.

 They can contribute to party funds.

 They can join an Interest group (pressure group).

 They can take part in a protest or demonstration.



Interest Groups

Think - What do you think an interest group is?

Pair – Talk with a partner about what you 

think. If you don’t know - what does the name 

suggest?

Share – Each table should come up with a 

definition of what they think an interest group 

is.



Interest Groups

 Interest groups – groups that put pressure on the government to 
amend or introduce laws in support of their interest. 

 They do things like; participate in marches, 

organise demonstrations, 

be involved in media campaigns,

raise public awareness and support. 

Interest Groups can be $Multi-Million organisations that often 
contribute a great deal of funds to parties campaigns around 
election time. 



 Q- Why would having a lot of money help an interest 
group get its cause supported by the government. 



National Rifle Association (NRA)

 The NRA is one of the most influential interest groups in America.

 The organization has:

made people vote certain way on laws, 

supported or opposed various candidates.

Membership surpassed 5 million in May 2013 (rising)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMUS6LhLdk4

The main aim of the NRA is to protect American Citizens and 

their 2nd Amendment – The Right to Bear arms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMUS6LhLdk4


P.E.E question

Describe, in detail, the different ways that 

American Citizens can take part in 

Politics?                                               6 marks

How do we answer this question?



Point – Explain - Example

Point

One way that Americans can take part in politics 

is to contribute money to a parties funds.

Explain

This means that you can give money to a 

candidate that you support so they have a better 

chance of getting elected and introducing 

policies you like.

Example

A group of Black millionaires donated a large sum 

of money to Barack Obamas 2008 campaign to 

improve Black rights.



P.E.E question

Describe, in detail, the different ways that 

American Citizens can take part in 

Politics?                                               6 marks

How do we answer this question?



Extension Activity –

DESIGN A POSTER
 You can choose to either support or oppose the 

NRA.

 Imagine the government has a big vote coming 

up to decide the continuation or removal of the 

2nd amendment.

 Design a Campaign Poster with a message and 

some information to either support or oppose 

the NRA and their fight to keep the 2nd

amendment. 



Learning Intention

We are learning about American citizens 

participation in politics.

Success Criteria

 I know some of the different ways that American citizens 

can participate in Politics.

 I know what an interest group is and can give an 

example of one.



EXTENSION

 Research another Interest Group in the USA.

What is the groups name?

What are the organizations goals?

Give an example of their recent activities?



Starter - Recap Questions

What is the US constitution?

Name an amendment and what it means 

for people in the U.S.A today.

What does the phrase Separation of 

Powers mean?



5. Why do 

millions of US 

citizens not 

vote?



Learning Intentions

 We are learning how to use tables and graphs to 
improve our learning in Modern Studies.

Success Criteria

 I know that many US citizens don’t participate in 
Politics.

 I am learning about some of the reasons why they 
don’t participate in Politics.

Key Term – Ethnic Minority



Education

Many people in the USA find ballot 
papers far too difficult to understand. 

They do not feel educated enough to 
vote so therefor don’t participate in 
Politics. 

A large number of Hispanics first 
language is not English



Using these two ballot 

papers, write a reason 

why some people 

would not participate 

by voting in the USA.





In the USA, Blacks and Hispanics (and 

also Women) have never been 

properly represented in the 

government. 

They don’t vote because they don’t 

feel represented by any of the 

candidates

Representation



What reason might these tables 

provide as to why certain ethnic 

groups might not participate in 

politics? 





Sexism/Gender Equality

Many women feel under-represented 
so do not see the point in voting for 
someone who will not represent them 
and their needs.

Women make up slightly over 50% of 
the population but have never had a 
President, Vice President or many of 
the tops jobs in government.



Minorities in Congress Today (2016)

House of (435) 
Representatives

Senate
(100)

Total

Hispanic 27 (6.2%) 3 (3%) 30 (5.6%)

Black 42 (9.7%) 1 (1%) 43 (8%)

Asian 6 (1.4%) 2 (2%) 8 (1.5%)

Native 
American

0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Women 75 (17%) 16 (16%) 91 (17%)

Men 360 (83%) 84 (84%) 444 (83%)



The Youth Vote

 In the UK once you turn 16 you are automatically sent a 

letter to register at your address. 

 In the USA this does not happen therefor many young 

citizens never even register and youth turnout is 

extremely low. 

 Many celebrities have used social media to encourage 

young people to participate in Politics and vote



https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=rijpU5yD55I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AeRFhwSYVQ

Q- Give reasons why celebrities might be a 

useful tool used to encourage young 

people to vote and participate in Politics.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rijpU5yD55I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AeRFhwSYVQ


SUMMARISE in 2 tweets

In only 140 characters –

Either

 Summarise the many ways in which Americans can 

participate in Politics (last lesson)

 Summarise why many American citizens do not 

participate in Politics (this lesson)

#RocktheVote



Design a Poster

 It is your job to get more Ethnic Minorities, Young 

People and Women involved in American 

Politics.

 Design a poster that will encourage them to 

take part so that they get properly represented.

 Make the image stand out and have a clear 

message/slogan



THE POVERTY 

CYCLE
EDUCATION



LEARNING INTENTION

 We are learning about the problems that millions 

of Americans face living in poverty.

Success Criteria

 I know about what inequalities exist within the 

American education system.

 I am learning who experiences these inequalities 

within the American education system.



Draw in your jotter.



FOR 2 MINUTES ONLY

Under the heading The Poverty Cycle

Write down as many reasons as you can 

think of that could contribute to somebody 

being in poverty.



“SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROBLEMS -The 

combination of social and economic 

factors that often leads to inequalities.

Social 

Issues

Housing

Health

Crime 

and the 

justice 

system

Education

Lack of 

jobs
No 

Promotion

Low 

income

Economic 
factors

Family 

Structure



Questions –

Think – Pair - Share

Why is your education important?

What factors impact your 

education?



EDUCATION

 The better you do at school, the better chance you 

have of getting a good job.

 As whites have higher educational attainment, more 

whites will end up with better paid jobs

In the U.S.A schools are funded “Half by the state – Half 

through local property and sales tax”

What Ethnic Minority 

groups do you think 

will live in each of 

these areas?



Education funding

 Because schools get 50% of their budget from local 
sales – Those who live in poor areas receive a poorer 
education.

Less money = Less equipment, no technology, un-
motivated teaching staff, damaged buildings.

This means poorer children receive a worse education, 
meaning they have less chance of getting a well paid 
job, meaning the remain poor.



Born into poverty

Live in a poor area with low house prices

Schools are funded half by state, half by local sales tax

Schools in poor areas lack funds for equipment, staff and technology

Sub-standard education for pupils leads to lack of qualifications

Struggle to get a well paid job or remain unemployed

Remain in Poverty



Task

Write a diary entry about your day at school. 

 One should be from a white person who attends 

a well funded school in a nice area.

 The other the view of a young black person from 

a poor area and underfunded school

What is different about your attitude, experiences 

and goals?



QUESTIONS

How does the way US schools are 

funded contribute to the Poverty 

Cycle? (2 marks)

In the U.S.A schools are funded “Half by the state –

Half through local property and sales tax”



December 2015



How does the way schools are 

funded, challenge the American 

Dream?



Starter Question

How does the way US schools are 

funded contribute to the Poverty 

Cycle? (2 marks)

In the U.S.A schools are funded “Half by the state –

Half through local property and sales tax”



10. AFFIRMATIVE 

ACTION
3/5/17



LEARNING INTENTION

 We are learning about what the U.S government 

is trying to do to tackle educational inequalities.

Success Criteria

 I know what Affirmative Action is.

 I can give my opinion of whether I agree or 

disagree with Affirmative Action.



What do we know so far……



Born into poverty

Live in a poor area with ______ house prices

Schools are funded _____ by state, _____ by local sales tax

Schools in poor areas lack funds for ________, ______ & _______

Sub-standard education for pupils leads to lack of __________

Struggle to get a _______ job or remain __________

Remain in _______



Born into poverty

Live in a poor area with low house prices

Schools are funded half by state, half by local sales tax

Schools in poor areas lack funds for equipment, staff and technology

Sub-standard education for pupils leads to lack of qualifications

Struggle to get a well paid job or remain unemployed

Remain in Poverty



What is Affirmative Action?

Affirmative Action is the policy of favouring 

members of a disadvantaged group in society.

This means giving Black & Hispanic people a 

better opportunity of;

getting a job, college place or promotion 

because they have been discriminated against 

in the past.

Ethnic Minorities are 

considered a 

disadvantaged 

group in the USA.



Affirmative Action

 In S2 there will only be room for 1 Modern Studies class. In 
order to provide the best teaching this has been limited to just 
20 pupils from the whole year.

 We are sitting an end of year test on everything we have 
covered. To stay fair the 20 pupils with the highest scores, that 
wish to, get to take Modern Studies in S2.

Test Results – 19 boys & 1 girl get the best grade.

Who should be in the class in S2?



Affirmative Action

 However as a department, we have noticed that throughout 
the year boys have relentlessly misbehaved. 

 Their behaviour has repeatedly disrupted the girls and as a 
result the girls have not performed as well in the final test.

Our policy of Affirmative Action is to favour the group who have 
been discriminated against (girls) and make sure at least 10 in 
the S2 class are girls

S2 class – 10 boys & 10 girls. Is this fair?



Affirmative Action

Write the heading above ^^^

Underneath draw two columns. Argue who may find the Affirmative 

Action fair or unfair at Kirkcudbright Academy. Explain why…..

Fair            Unfair



A Case Study

Stephen Skint –

Castle Milk High School

 Grades – AABCC

 Private School - £11,000 a 

term

 After school Chemistry & 

History club

 English and Maths tutor

 Parents on pupil council, 

call school every time Richie 

fails a test to ask why.

Richie Rich –

Dollar Academy

 Grades – ABCCC

 Most deprived area in 

Scotland

 Goes to library 4 nights a 

week, but cant take a book 

home as he cant afford late 

fee

 Mum not asked about 

school since S1 

Both apply for same University course, who deserves the place?



A Case Study - USA

Poor black pupil

 Grades – AABCC

 Private School - £11,000 a 

term

 School has most up to 

date equipment and 

facilities.

 Parents both Harvard 

graduates.

Rich white pupil–

 Grades – ABCCC

 Lives in the ghetto

 School has no equipment 

and teachers often don’t 

come in.

 Dad and brothers all in 

jail.

Both apply for same College course, who deserves the place?



Affirmative Action in the USA

 Ethnic minorities have long been second class 
citizens in the USA and need assistance to get out of 
the Poverty Cycle.

The best way to do this is to provide better opportunities in 
employment and education.

Examples –

Colleges in the USA leave open a quota of places for ethnic 
minority students to guarantee some a place in college.

Positively discriminating a ethnic minority candidate so they get 
the promotion.



100 College Places

Black 

student

Black 

Student

Black 

Student

Hispanic 

Student

Hispanic 

Student

Black 

Student

Black 

Student

Black 

Student

Hispanic 

Student

Hispanic 

Student

Black 

Student

Black 

Student

Black 

Student

Hispanic 

Student

Hispanic 

Student



What is your opinion of Affirmative 

Action (AA)

 Using the scenarios we have discussed (Kbt S2 MS, Richie & Stephen, Black & White student)–

Make up your own mind whether Affirmative Action is a good thing or not.

Task –

Write a short essay with the Title:  ‘Affirmative Action 

should/should not be banned in the USA.’

Introduction – What is Affirmative Action.

Argument    – Argue why AA should be continued or stopped.
Counter       – Consider the other point of view and why some people support it.

Conclusion  – Make a final statement and back up why your opinion is correct.







11. Housing 

Inequalities



12. Crime & 

Poverty



13, 14 
RACIAL CASE STUDIES PRESENTATIONS



15. Healthcare 



16. Question 

pratice
PEE WITH EXAMPLES



17 & 18
CYCLE OF POVERTY PEE POSTER


